indistinguishable from a paid vacation. irs an ex·
ample, they cite the German experience in 1930.
That was a depression year in Germany. Increased
unemployment and decreased contributions created a
budget emergency. There wasn't enough money com·
ing in to pay everybody's medical bills. So an emergency decree was issued, effective September l. It
required insured p ersons, formerly treated "free," to
pay, in addition to their regular contributions, 12
cents for their first visit to the doctor. The result was
amazing. Here's what happened in one typical com·
munity. During the last week in August the doctors
had 30,300 patients. The first week after the 12-cent
charge went into effect, the number fell to 8,800-a
drop of more than two-thirds!
It is easy to see why overworked German doctors
frequently ignored urgent pleas for help. They even
left their phones off the hook. As one doctor said,
they knew "that between 65 and 70 per cent of all
calls are unnecessary. The government pays for them
and here is the important part! They prevent ade·
quate medical care for the really sick. The treatments
are mostly palliative, rarely curative, and no time is
spent in personal hygien e and preventive medicine."
Another authority tells about a spot check on 2,008
so-called "patients" out sick. When interviewed, 816
at once admitted they were no longer sick. Upon
examination, another 289 were declared "well." More
than half were not really sick. On the other hand,
one patient, declared officially r ecovered, died two
days later.
Such deplorable abuses naturally call for drastic
controls. Inspectors and detectives are added to the
payroll. Doctors and patients are checked and count·
er-checked. By 1931, Germany had more clerks than
doctors on the "medical" payroll! The insura nce fund
employed a doctor or bureaucrat for about every 250
insured patients.

Has Private Medicine Failed
to Improve Public Health?

Yet the official amount and length of sickness had
increased. In depression years, the scheme became
in reality a system of unemployment relief with
doctors cast in the role of detectives. And last but
not least, it was a mighty step on the road which
eventually led to National Socialism and Adolf Hitl'er.
No wonder many Congressmen are asking themselves whether the President is right in saying that
the road upon which Bismarck launched German
medicine is the road down which free America ought
to travel.
Your Senators and Congressmen may be interested
in knowing what you think about this.

STATE of the Nation's health has suddenly
become a matter of serious concern to President
Truman. Just how grave is the
emergency which confronts us?
A few basic figures quoted from
the Metropolitan Life Insurance Company's Statistical Bulletin-one of the most authoritative sources of information
on health-will help to answer
this question.
First, let us consider four
diseases very commonly afflicting children-namely, measles,
diphtheria, whooping cough,
and scarlet fever. Comparable
WI LLFORD I. KING
data arc presented for two fiveyear periods, namely 1931-35 and 1944-48. What
changes took place in the child death rates resulting
from these maladies during the thirteen years separating these periods? Here are the answers. Both
measles and diphtheria declined 73%. Whooping
cough fell 77%, and scarlet fever actually dropped
92%; that is, in the last five years, the chances that
your child might die from one of these ailments was
only one-fifth as great as in the first half of the 1930's.
Does this marvellous improvement indicate that there
is something radically wrong with the existing medical system?
Now let us see what has happened to the average
length of time that a newborn baby can be expected
to live. The typical baby girl born in 1900 could
count on surviving for 51 years. Her granddaughter,
born in 1946, could look forward to 70 years of lifean increase of 19 years. But suppose the girl baby was
black. In 1900, the average chance was that she would
die in 35 years. By contrast, the colored girl baby of
I 946 could count on 6 I years of life-an extension
of 26 years-7 years more than the corresponding gain
for the white girl. This comparison gives little support to the hypothesis that the poorer classess of our
population have not been sharing in the health improvement accruing to the more prosperous.
The gains just cited have, admittedly, largely resulted from reductions in the child death rate. Has
the health of adults improved noticeably? Let us
consider in this connection the death rate from that

formerly deadly scourge-tuberculosis. Massachusetts
data show that, since Civil War days, the death rate
from that "white plague" has fallen 91%- And, even
in the 33 years since the period 1911-15, the death
rate from that disease among the Metropolitan Life
Insurance Company's white female policy-holders
under 55 years of age has shrunk 90%.
In the last two decades, maternal deaths connected
with child-bearing have declined to only about onefifth of the rate prevailing in 1930. Here we have a
real triumph of medical science.
One can gain a more inclusive view by considering
the average expectation of life of young women at
the age of 25. In I 900, the average white girl of that
age would live 40 years. Her granddaughter in I 946
could look forward to 46 more years-a gain of 6
years. The average colored girl of the same age in
1900 had an expectation of life of 34 years. In 1946,
the corresponding figure was nearly 42 years-an extension of almost 8 years. Again, the figures show
that health gains have been at least as marked among
the colored as among the white population.
But is it not true that most people in poor States
like Mississippi are almost completely lacking in
modern medical care. Official Government figures
show the per thousand death rate for Mississippi to
have been 12.7 in 1919 and only 9.2 in 1946-a drop
of 3.5 points. During the same period in New Yorkthe richest State in the Union-the death rate fell
from 13.9 to 11.1-a decline of 2.8 points-materially
less than in Mississippi.
What do all these figures indicate? Assuredly, they
show that health progress under the existing system
of treatment has been amazing. However, one must
not jump to the conclusion that the average family
does not need sickness insurance to take care of the
heavy financial burden which may result in case of
serious illness. Such insurance should be compulsory.
But this does not mean that the Government must
go into the insurance business. Sound private insurance companies are always seeking new policyholders.
The Blue Cross and similar cooperative insuran·ce
concerns are expanding rapidly. Their charges, covering both hospital and medical service, are so low that
the ordinary workingman can meet them without
undue hardship. Why, then, do our political leaders
reel Government entry into the sickness insurance
field to be so imperative?
The obvious answer seems to be that such extension
of Government activity will furnish many lucrative
jobs for loyal party henchmen, and will give more
power to the bureaucrats. They naturally favor
any scheme which will make the United States
Treasury buy votes for them. How does this arrangement appeal to you who, as a taxpayer, must help to
keep the Treasury in funds? Furthermore, will you
enjoy having the Government control your medical
service? These questions are worth thinking over.
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Economics-Professor Emeritus, New York University ;
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Why Not Adopt

a Logical Health Program?
by DR. WILLFORD I. KING

THE HEALTH of the American people has been improving at an amazing rate. Experience abroad with
socialized medical service indicates that it brings a.
sharp decline in the quality of treatment furnished.
Is there any reason to believe that control by government would work better here than it has abroad?
President Truman holds that the present cost of
adequate medical service is beyond the reach of all
but the upper income groups. Is it logical to assume
that, if the Government takes over, the cost of treatment will be reduced? Such an assumption conllicts
with all past experience. It is a matter of common
observation that private production under competition is almost always far cheaper than is public production. Whenever the required funds come out of
the public treasury, waste is practically universal. Can
one imagine a government which, since the end of
World War II, has paid veterans $3,355,173,000 for
not working, now economizing on a program of
socialized medicine? Not counting the cost of buildings and equipment, the care of veterans in Government hospitals in 1947 cost Uncle Sam $9.II per man
per day. The chance that Government operation of
medical services in general would reduce the expense
o£ treatment seems therefore to be slim indeed.
What, then, is the real object of the socialized
medicine program? Clearly the aim is the same as
that of communistic programs everywhere-namely,
to make the diligent and the competent pay for the
care of the lazy and shiftless. The thrifty, efficient.
hard-working man who has but two children and
earns $5,000 per year is asked to pay into the health
fund twice as much as his happy-go-lucky, ne'er-dowell neighbor who has six children and earns only
$2,500 per year. This is the crux of the whole matter.
The proposed program is the very antithesis of the
basic principle of a free society-namely that "every
tub should stand on its own bottom." It is obviously
Marxism in a new disguise.
Americans with foresight are proving that they
agree with President Truman and Dr. Henderson,
Chairman of the Board of Trustees of the American
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Medical Association, in endorsing the principle of in·
suring their families against the cost of illness. Some
55,000,000-more than a third of our populationare now covered by insurance in private companies
or organizations. The cost of such insurance is very
moderate-probably not more than 5% of the income
of the ordinary working-class family-and remember
that the real income of such a family is now far
higher than it was a decade back. As Dr. Henderson
says, the price of a package of cigarettes a day is
sufficient to provide a family with the finest kind of
medical and hospital care.
Since President Truman and the American Medical
Association agree on objectives, it is a pity that they
do not unite to back the most logical and least expensive procedure for assuring that everyone will be
properly protected, and that the ne'er-do-wells will
not be allowed to sponge their care from the diligent.
Let Government require every income recipient to
purchase from one of the numerous private organizations in the field a policy giving himself and dependents adequate coverage. Let it be the function of
Government to see that premiums are paid when
due-when necessary compelling deductions from
wages and salaries-and let Government stop there.
This program would call for no elaborate new machinery, would interfere but little with individual
freedom, and would preserve American competitive
enterprise. When this road is open, why take the
trail running down into the collectivist bog?
Bureaucrats apendinq $68,000,000 of your tax moneys, usinq
the Influence of more than 2,000,000 federal employees, are
qrabblnq for peacetime power over your life. Aa they qain
control over more and more of your income, they qain power
and you lose freedom.
Do you want your health money taken away from you and
placed under the control of Waahinqton bureaucrats and politicians? Do you think taklnq 10¢ or 12¢ out of every dollar
you earn, aa payroll checkoff and tax on your employer, to be
added to the coat of the qooda your wife buys, will help you
qet better medical care for yourself and your family? Could
you not make sure of better medical care If this money were
left In your own hande? Do you want socialism and then a
collectivlat state in America?
If not, protest now to your Conqreasman and Senators. Send
a copy of this leaflet with your letter. Distribute this leaflet
widely amonq friendo, members of your church, lodqe, union,
service club, fellow workers, clerqymen and teachers. We will
oupply 10 free upon requeot, pootpaid anyw)\ere. Buy for
enclosure in your mail; $1 for 60; 1¢ each for 200 to 700; $8 per
1.000. Aok for: "Shall Conqre11 'Bismarck' American Medicine?"
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Shall Congress
"Bismarck" American Medicine?
by HON. RALPH W. GWINN

Representative from New York
THE PRESIDENT has said America should try socialized medicine. So Congressmen are looking into the
matter. Some of the things they are finding are curious.
The first modern nation to
try what the President has
recommended was Germanyunder that famous "democrat"
Prince von Bismarck. What was
the result? Certainly socializing
medicine made the government
bigger and bigger. But, back in
1885, the average German who
became sick got well in 14 days.
By 1929, after 35 years of socialRALPH W. GWINN
ization, it took him 20 days. By
1932, he needed 29 days of government medicine
before he was able to work again .
Under our present medical system here in America,
few of us stay home unless we are really sick; few
are so foolish as to call in a doctor unless we really
need one. Yet, with our dependence on individual
responsibility, year after year the death rate in
America has been dropping. Contrast this with what
took place in Germany after medicine was socialized.
In spite of the great increase in medical knowledge,
statistical sickness increased. The biggest jump in
sickness came before weekends and holidays. After
50 years of socialized medicine, the average German
was out sick 70 per cent more days than the average
American worker. Having the government pay his
medical bills hasn't seemed to improve his health.
Sickness is a difficult thing to measure. Perhaps
statistical sickness is something more than sickness.
Those who are most familiar with the matter say
that, with the government paying for doctor, hospital
and sickness benefits, official sickness often becomes

